Factsheet
Lalamove is an on-demand delivery company that uses technology to match users
and drivers and offers same-day or advanced order deliveries. In just a few simple
steps, deliveries can be arranged on the Lalamove Android and iOS apps, website
and business APIs. Lalamove’s mission of making local deliveries fast and simple
is achieved through innovations such as instant order matching, real-time GPS
vehicle tracking, 24/7 services and a driver rating system.

Empower our local communities by making deliveries fast and simple.

Make Lalamove synonymous with local delivery.
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Real-time tracking
of drivers and the
ﬂeet of vehicles

Cashless payments
with the Lalamove
e-wallet
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Adaptable pricing
structures

API integration to
automate orders
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Leadership
Shing Chow

Founder and Chief Executive Oﬃcer
Lalamove’s founder and CEO graduated with honors from
the Department of Economics at Stanford University and
started his career at Bain & Company, a leading management
consultancy. Shing started his journey as a professional Texas hold
'em player in 2003 and mastered the game through his logical skills
and lots of practise. However, Shing soon came to realise that Texas hold
'em was a zero-sum game, and he wanted to do something that would
create value for society. As the sharing economy and wave of mobile Internet
start-ups were taking off, Shing established Lalamove in 2013.

Blake Larson

Managing Director, International
Blake has spent his career ﬁnding companies, leading teams and
overseeing operations during periods of exponential growth for
both Fortune 500 companies and tech start-ups across four
continents. Previously, Blake has taken on strategic, senior
executive and founding roles at Rocket Internet’s Easy
Taxi, Air Crew Club, the Clinton Foundation and
Walgreens. Blake is also a proud alumnus of
ESADE Business School, the National
University of Singapore where he did his
MBA, and the University of Iowa where
he graduated with a BBA in Finance
and Marketing.

Get in touch: press@lalamove.com

